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Anyons, quasiparticles living in two-dimensional spaces with exotic exchange statistics, can serve as the
fundamental units for fault-tolerant quantum computation. However, experimentally demonstrating anyonic
statistics is a challenge due to the technical limitations of current experimental platforms. Here, we take a state
perpetration approach to mimic anyons in the Kitaev lattice model using a 7-qubit nuclear magnetic resonance
quantum simulator. Anyons are created by dynamically preparing the ground and excited states of the 7-qubit
Kitaev lattice model, and are subsequently braided along two distinct, but topologically equivalent, paths. We
observe that the phase acquired by the anyons is independent of the path, and coincides with the ideal theoretical
predictions when decoherence and implementation errors are taken into account. As the first demonstration of
the topological path independence of anyons, our experiment helps to study and exploit the anyonic properties
towards the goal of building a topological quantum computer.

PACS numbers: 03.67.Ac, 03.67.Lx, 05.30.Pr

1. INTRODUCTION

It is a fundamental question to investigate the physical
properties of exchanging two identical particles. In one-
dimensional space, the exchange is trivial as the two parti-
cles inevitably collide. In three-dimensional spaces, a wave
function of a system acquires either +1 or -1 phase factor for
bosons and fermions upon the exchange, respectively. Alter-
natively, in two-dimensional spaces, exotic statistical proper-
ties emerge when exchanging two identical particles, lead-
ing to the theoretical existence of anyons. For instance, the
wave function can acquire an arbitrary phase factor eiθ, rang-
ing continuously from +1 to -1 for Abelian anyons, or un-
dergo non-trivial unitary evolutions for non-Abelian anyons.
This exotic feature of anyons called fractional statistics has
attracted great interest over the past few decades [1–6].

As truly two-dimensional systems do not exist in nature,
anyons appear in an effective two-dimensional system as
quasi-particles, a collective behaviour of a group of funda-
mental particles behaving as a single entity. The experimental
evidence of quasi-particle anyons was first discovered in the
fractional quantum hall effect in the 1980s [2]. Since then,
an experimental quest for anyons has interested researchers
not only for their fundamentally intriguing feature, but also
for their application in performing protected quantum infor-
mation processing (QIP). As the goal of QIP is to exploit
quantum mechanical properties for computation, manipulat-
ing quantum properties in a precise manner is critical [7].
Topological properties of anyons have potential to achieve
such a goal, as these properties are resilient to small fluctu-
ations. Therefore, the prospect of utilizing anyons’ fractional
statistics to achieve robust control has gained much attention.
In the past two decades, many powerful quantum computing

schemes using anyons have been proposed. Such schemes
constitute topological quantum computing (TQC) [5, 8, 9] and
topological quantum error correction [10, 11]. Of the many
proposals, the Kitaev model (KM) of spin lattice [11] is one
of the most renowned. By artificially designing a spin lattice
model with highly non-trivial ground states, individual local-
ized Abliean anyons can be created and manipulated, leading
to the realization of TQC.

Despite the prospective applications of anyonic statistics,
realizing these ideas in experiments remains a challenge, as
such tasks typically require generating and manipulating com-
plex many-body quantum systems. Nevertheless, significant
progress has been made in small-scale systems theoretically
[12, 13] and experimentally [14–17]. Through the quantum
simulation approach [18–28], in which the experimental setup
acts as a processor to mimic the dynamics of anyonic sys-
tems, several experiments have been implemented to demon-
strate the exotic properties of anyons in small systems [14–
17]. These experiments provide better understanding of braid-
ing operations in realistic noise, opening up the possibility of
fully utilizing the advantages of anyonic fractional statistics.

However, the path independent nature of the anyons’ braid-
ing statistics has not been demonstrated yet as it requires
larger quantum simulators with high-fidelity coherent control.
In this paper, we study a 7-qubit system with three different
paths to braid anyons: two non-trivial paths where the wave
function picks up the π phase, and one trivial path where the
wave function remains unchanged. The additional non-trivial
loop allows the experimental proof-of-principle demonstra-
tion of path independence (i.e. the statistics do not depend
on the shape of the path taken by the anyons as long as the
exchange takes place) [12]. This topological feature is one of
the key advantages for utilizing anyons. In our experiments,
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we use a 7-qubit NMR quantum simlulator to realize the three
braiding paths through the state preparation approach, and ob-
serve that the two phases acquired during the two non-trivial
loops agree within experimental uncertainty, although they are
below the theoretical value of π. Our primary source of error
is decoherence that leads to deviations between the theoret-
ically predicted phases and the experimental ones; however,
we analyze the errors quantitatively and show that the two
non-trivial phases are close to π after accounting for such er-
rors.

The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. In Sec. 2,
we review the original KM and the simplified 7-qubit KM and
describe in detail how anyons gain a π phase after braiding
regardless of the shapes of the non-trivial paths. In Sec. 3, we
briefly introduce our experimental setup and the mapping be-
tween the KM model and the experimental system, followed
by step-by-step description of the implementation in an NMR
system. Finally, in Sec. 4, we show the experimental results
and analyze the errors. We account for experimental devia-
tions from the theoretical predictions using numerical simula-
tions that take realistic error sources into account.

2. THEORETICAL MODEL

1. Kitaev Model
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Figure 1. Kitaev model. (a) Qubits are depicted as black dots po-
sitioning on the edges of a two-dimensional lattice. There are two
different types of four-body interactions ZZZZ and XXXX at a
plaquette p (Bp) and vertex v (Av), respectively. (b) Excited states
are created by applying single-qubit operatorsX and/orZ. Applying
an operator Xi changes the eigenvalues of two of the Bp operators
nearby the ith qubit, thus, shifting the system to a higher energy.
Similarly, applying Zi changes the eigenvalues of two of the Av op-
erators nearby the ith qubit. The particular vertices or plaquettes that
have been excited by the ith qubit are marked by red and blue dots
respectively, and can be identified as having defects. These defects
can be represented as localized quasi-particle anyons. The anyons on
the vertices and plaquettes are called e and m particles, respectively.
The excited qubit which creates the pair of ‘defects’ can be identified
as a bisector of the string connecting the pair.

In this model, qubits are located on the edges of a two-
dimensional lattice as shown in Fig. 1(a). The Hamilto-
nian of the system consists of two different types of four

neighbouring-qubit interactions,XXXX andZZZZ (X and
Z are Pauli matrices) at a vertex v and plaquette p, respec-
tively. Hence,

H = −
∑
v

Av −
∑
p

Bp, (1)

where Av =
∏
j∈star(v)Xj and Bp =

∏
j∈bond(p) Zj , which

are referred to as stabilizer operators. Here, star (v) is a set
of four spins that share a link with the vertex v, and bond
(p) is a set of four spins placed at the edges of the plaquette p.
Since all the stabilizer operators commute with each other, the
ground state |ψg〉 of this Hamiltonian is a +1 eigenstate of the
Av and Bp operators (note the minus sign in the Hamiltonian
in Eq. 1): Av|ψg〉 = |ψg〉 and Bp|ψg〉 = |ψg〉. The case with
a periodic boundary condition on the lattice exemplifies a toric
code [11] where the ground states are four-fold degenerate.
The degenerate ground states form a protected subspace from
possible noise-induced excited states.

Excited states of this Hamiltonian are created by applying
single-qubit operators X and/or Z to the ground state. These
operations create two types of quasiparticles, e particle at a
vertex or m particles on a plaquette, as described in Fig. 1(b).
Subsequently, as shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), one can move
a m particle to a different plaquette by applying X to a qubit
nearby. Particles created on the same site annihilate each other
so the X operation effectively moves the m particle. Analo-
gously, applying Z to a relevant nearby qubit moves an e par-
ticle.
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Figure 2. Anyonic braiding operations. A pair of e particles are
created by exciting qubit 0 and a pair of m particles are created by
exciting qubit 1. (a) Applying X1 and X2 flips the eigenvalues of
their shared Bp. Hence, creating two defects on the same plquette
annihilates the defects. (b) Net effect of annihilating the m parti-
cles while creating another is moving the particle. (c) Full operation
which braids a m particle around e is X0X3X2X1. After this braid-
ing operation, the wave function gains a π phase. Since such braiding
corresponds to exchanging the particles twice, this π phase demon-
strates that the anyonic statistic of e and m particles is π/2. Note
that it is not possible to exchange the two particles’ positions once,
since they live in different places (e on vertex and m on plquette).

One can demonstrate anyonic statistics between e and m
particles by moving one around the other, making a closed
loop as shown in Fig. 2(c). This braiding operation is equiv-
alent to the two successive particle exchanges. Note that it is
not possible to exchange their positions once, since one is lo-
cated at a vertex and the other at a plaquette. It can be shown
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that the wave function acquires a -1 phase factor (correspond-
ing to a π phase) after such braiding, indicating that a single
exchange of Abelian anyon e and m particles would result in
a π/2 phase. Therefore, the anyonic statistics of e and m par-
ticles is π/2.

2. The 7-qubit Kitaev Model

The 7-qubit model used to demonstrate the path indepen-
dent property of anyonic braiding is shown in Fig. 3(a). For
the case of a periodic lattice, the Hamiltonian consists of the
four body interactions (Eq. 1). However, for the 7-qubit
model, we consider a lattice with a rough boudary, which re-
sults in two-body ZZ interactions at the boundary. Therefore,
the Hamiltonian H7 of this system is

H7 = −A1 −A2 −B1 −B2 −B3 −B4 −B5, (2)

where

A1 = X1X2X3X4, A2 = X4X5X6X7,

B1 = Z1Z2, B2 = Z1Z3, B3 = Z2Z4Z5,

B4 =Z3Z4Z6, B5 = Z5Z7.

Moreover, due to the absence of periodic boundary condi-
tions, the ground state of this model |ψg7〉 is non-degenerate.
Since the state |0〉⊗7 is already a +1 eigenstate of B1,··· ,5, the
ground state is given by projecting |0〉⊗7 on to the +1 eigen-
state of A1 and A2:

|ψg7〉 =
∏
v=1,2

1√
2

(I +Av)|0000000〉

=
1

2
(|0000000〉+ |1111000〉+ |0001111〉+ |1110111〉).

(3)
Due to the lattice structure, exciting qubit 1 with the oper-

ator Z creates a single e particle at v1 rather than creating a
pair, whereas exciting qubit 5 with the operator X still cre-
ates a pair of m particles at the plaquettes associated with B3

and B5. Refer to Fig. 3(b) for the particle locations. Starting
with this excited state, there are three possible loops to braid
m particles as shown in Fig. 3(b,c): the trivial braiding oper-
ation l0 = X4X5X6X7 where a m particle braids around v2

without an e particle, and the two non-trivial braiding opera-
tions l1 = X1X2X3X5X6X7 and l2 = X1X2X3X4 where
a m particle braids around v1 with an e particle. The wave
function remains the same when the braiding operation is triv-
ial; however, if the operation is non-trivial, the wave function
picks up a π phase from the fractional statistics.

To experimentally demonstrate the path independence of
anyonic braiding, we simulated anyonic physics manifested
in the 7-qubit KM using a liquid-state NMR quantum simu-
lator. Since it is experimentally challenging to engineer the
KM Hamiltonian which involves four-body interactions, we

took the state preparation approach: dynamically preparing
the ground and excited states of the KM Hamiltonian in a
NMR system, instead of generating the KM Hamiltonian and
cooling the system.

The quantum circuit which simulates the anyonic physics is
shown on the right in Fig. 3. The main idea is to prepare |ψg7〉
and then create a superposition (|ψmm〉+|ψmme〉)/

√
2, where

|ψmm〉 is a state with the pair of m particles, and |ψmme〉 is a
state with both the e particle and pair ofm particles. If braided
along the non-trivial paths such as l1 or l2 in which e circu-
lates around m, |ψmme〉 gains a π phase due to the fractional
statistics; otherwise, |ψmme〉 remains unchanged. By measur-
ing the variation of the relative phase on |ψmme〉 before and
after the braiding, one can deduce whether the braiding path
is trivial or not and ,furthermore, demonstrate the path inde-
pendence. The details are described as follows.

First, two Hadamard and six controlled-NOT (CNOT) gates
are applied to prepare the ground state |ψg7〉 of the 7-qubit
KM Hamiltonian from |00 · · · 0〉, as depicted in Fig. 3. Then,
applying X5 and Z1X5 on |ψg7〉 generates

|ψmm〉 = X5|ψg7〉, |ψmme〉 = Z1X5|ψg7〉, (4)

respectively. To create a superposition of the two, we apply√
Z1X5 since

√
Z1 = eiπ/4(I − iZ1)/

√
2. When the anyons

are braided along a non-trivial loop, the superposition picks
up a relative phase on the |ψmme〉 component. Finally, anyons
are annihilated by reversing the creation operator

√
Z1X5 in

order to measure this relative phase. The system ultimately
evolves to either the ground state |ψg7〉 or the excited state
|ψe7〉 depending on different braiding paths. Therefore, we
can experimentally demonstrate the path independence nature
of anyonic braiding if the two phases obtained under the two
different non-trivial loops l1 and l2 are the same.

The states corresponding to each step of the circuit shown
on the right in Fig. 3 are

|ψa〉 = |ψg7〉, (5)

|ψb〉 =
√
Z1X5|ψa〉

=
eiπ/4√

2
(|ψmm〉 − i|ψmme〉), (6)

|ψc〉 = l0,1,2|ψb〉

=
eiπ/4√

2
(|ψmm〉 − ieiθa |ψmme〉), (7)

|ψd〉 =
√
Z1

−1
X5|ψc〉

=
1

2
((1 + eiθa)|ψg7〉+ i(1− eiθa)Z1|ψg7〉)

=
1

2
((1 + eiθa)|ψg7〉+ i(1− eiθa)|ψe7〉), (8)

where θa is the phase gained from the anyonic statistics for
different loops l0,1,2. When the m moves around the trivial
loop l0, the final state |ψd〉 ends up at the ground state |ψg7〉
(θa = 0), whereas when them is moved around the non-trivial
loops l1 or l2, |ψd〉 ends up at the excited state |ψe7〉 (θa = π).
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Figure 3. Left: Kitaev model for 7 qubits. (a) Qubits represented by circles are situated on the edges of a 2D lattice, and are subjected to
Av and Bp interactions shown in Eq. 2. (b) An e excitation is created by exciting qubit 1, and two m excitations are created by exciting
qubit 5. The black loop, l0 = X4X5X6X7, represents a trivial loop in which a m particle is moved along the loop and the wave function of
the system remains the same. (c) Black loop l1 = X1X2X3X5X6X7 and red loop l2 = X1X2X3X4 are non-trivial braiding paths which
result in a π phase gain of the wave function. Right: Quantum circuit that simulates the anyonic statistics manifested in the 7-qubit KM.
The circuit consists of four steps: (i) ground state (GD) circuit which prepares the ground state of the 7-qubit KM |ψa〉 = |ψg7〉 from the
state |00 · · · 0〉; (ii) creation of the superposition state |ψb〉 which has two components |ψmm〉 and |ψmme〉, where |ψmm〉 is a state with the
pair of m particles, and |ψmme〉 is a state with both the e particle and pair of m particles. Such a superposition state is created by applying√
Z1 = eiπ/4(I − iZ1)/

√
2 and X5; (iii) braiding of e and m particles. Without loss of generality, we only show the non-trivial braiding

path l1 in this circuit. After the braiding, the superposition state |ψb〉 picks up a relative phase on |ψmme〉, resulting in the state |ψc〉; (iv)
annihilation of anyons, resulting in |ψd〉. When the anyons are braided along the non-trivial paths l1 or l2, |ψd〉 is |ψg7〉, whereas when the
path is trivial, |ψd〉 ends up as |ψe7〉 = Z1|ψg7〉.

In order to demonstrate path independence of anyonic braid-
ing experimentally, we need to implement the entire circuit
and observe θa for different loops.

3. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION IN NMR

Our 7-qubit NMR processor is the per-13C-labeled
dichlorocyclobutanone derivative [30, 31] dissolved in d6-
acetone. The molecule consists of seven 13C spins and the
five 1H spins. We denoted the seven nuclear spins of 13C
as qubits, while 1H nuclei were decoupled throughout all ex-
periments except for the initialization step to boost polariza-
tion on 13C. The molecular structure is depicted in Fig. 4(a),
where two nearest-neighbouring 13Cs have stronger coupling
strengths, implying the ability to implement a faster two-qubit
gate. Therefore, by comparing the geometry of KM qubits and
the structure of nuclear spins, we mapped each KM qubit to
the nuclear spin in as shown Fig. 4(b). The natural Hamilto-
nian of this system is described as

HNMR =

7∑
i

νi
2
Zi +

∑
i<j

Jij
4
ZiZj , (9)

where νi is the chemical shift frequency of the ith spin, and
Jij is the coupling strength between the ith and jth spins (re-
fer to Appendix A for values of the parameters). All experi-
ments were conducted on a Bruker DRX 700 MHz spectrom-
eter at room temperature. The experiment was divided into
five main steps as shown in Fig. 4 (b), as follows:

PPS initialization. We first utilized the cat-state method
proposed in [29] to initialize the system to a labeled pseudo-
pure state (PPS) state. It can be represented by a deviation
matrix of the form ρ̃PPS = |000000〉〈000000|ZC7

, where C7

is the labeling qubit. Two techniques were adopted before this
initialization step to improve the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio.
One is turning on 13C and 1H couplings temporarily at the
very beginning and applying a SWAP gate between C7 and
H5, to achieve a ∼4 times higher polarization on C7. The
other one is performing RF-selection [32] sequence to pick
out a slice of the NMR sample which experiences much better
radio-frequency (RF) homogeneity by randomizing the other
part with worse RF homogeneity. Subsequently, the labeled
PPS state was prepared using non-unitary transformations via
gradient fields and phase cycles [29]. The total length of the
initialization sequence is about 100 ms. Refer to Appendix A
for more details about the PPS initialization step.

Ground state preparation. Unlike the theoretical circuit on
the right in Fig. 3, the implemented circuit in NMR prepared
the ground state from ρ̃PPS = |000000〉〈000000|ZC7

, rather
than the required pure state |0000000〉. Nevertheless, since
ρ̃PPS contains half of |0000000C7

〉 and half of |0000001C7
〉,

we can simply write the deviation matrix after the ground state
preparation as:

ρ̃g7 =
1

2
(|ψg7〉〈ψg7 | − |ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 |) (10)

where |ψg̃7〉 results from |0000001C7
〉. Under perfect uni-

tary transformation, |ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 | stays orthogonal to |ψg7〉〈ψg7 |
throughout the circuit, thus not interfering with the final re-
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Figure 4. (a) Molecular structure of per-13C-labeled dichlorocyclobutanone derivative, where C1 to C7 form a 7-qubit system. (b) Schematic
NMR circuit showing the overview of the experimental scheme. It contains five steps with the sequence length at the bottom of each step: the
labeled PPS state preparation based on the cat-state method [29], and the detailed network can be found in the Appendix A; preparation of
the ground state |ψg7〉 of the KM Hamiltonian; anyonic manipulation including creation, braiding, and annihilation (all three braiding paths
are shown here, but in each experiment we just implement one); measurement circuit which converts the state tomography to simpler diagonal
elements measurement; readout pulse on C7 to measure the required diagonal elements.

sult if it can be separated in the NMR spectra. In fact, the
additional two CNOT gates in the beginning of the ground
state preparation shown in Fig. 4(b) were specifically added
to achieve this separation. However, in the presence of er-
rors, |ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 | did slightly modify with the final result, as
analyzed in Sec. 4.

The entire ground state preparation step was optimized by
a 60 ms GRadient Ascent Pulse Engineering (GRAPE) pulse
[33] based on a subspace approach [34]. The simulated fi-
delity of this pulse is over 0.99. Additionally, a special recti-
fication method was used in the experiment to ensure that all
of the GRAPE pulses acting on the spins were very close to
theoretical expectations [35, 36]. We performed modified sta-
bilizer measurements after the ground state preparation step to
verify the state. This step is explained in detail in Appendix
5.

Anyon creation, braiding and annihilation. These three
parts shown in the emulation circuit (on the right of Fig. 3)
are compressed together to simplify the circuit as they only
involve single-qubit rotations. The trivial loop l0 and non-
trivial loops l1, l2 are all depicted in Fig. 4(b), and in each ex-
periment only one loop was implemented. The three braiding
operators were realized by 1 ms GRAPE pulses, respectively.
In principle, after this stage we can determine θa by measur-
ing coefficients of |ψg7〉 and |ψe7〉 in Eq. 8, but it does require
many measurements in a 7-qubit system.

Measurement. This additional ‘measurement’ step is added
to estimate θa with a few measurements, which allows us to
measure diagonal elements of the final state and then extract
the value of θa. It separates diagonal elements of |ψg7〉 and
|ψe7〉 via basis transformation by evolving the state |ψd〉 to

|ψe〉 =
1

2
√

2

(
(1 + eiθ)(|0000000〉+ |0001111〉) (11)

+ i(1− eiθ)(|1000000〉+ |1001111〉)
)
.

Therefore, considering |ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 |, the final density matrix is

ρ̃e =
1

2
(|ψe〉〈ψe| − |ψẽ〉〈ψẽ|) (12)

=
1

2
(|α|2|ψp0〉〈ψp0|+ αβ∗|ψp0〉〈ψp1|+ α∗β|ψp1〉〈ψp0|

+ |β|2|ψp1〉〈ψp1| − |ψẽ〉〈ψẽ|),

with

|ψp0〉 = |0000000〉+ |0001111〉, (13)
|ψp1〉 = |1000000〉+ |1001111〉. (14)

The coefficients α = (1+eiθ)/2
√

2, and β = i(1−eiθ)/2
√

2,
and |ψẽ〉〈ψẽ| originates from the neglected part |ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 |. In
this case,

θa = 2 arctan(

√
|β
α
|2), −π < θ < π. (15)

To evaluate θa, we estimated |α|2 by measuring the diagonal
elements of |ψp0〉〈ψp0| and similarly |β|2 by measuring the
diagonal elements of |ψp1〉〈ψp1|.

Diagonal elements readout. Since the diagonal elements
cannot be directly observed in NMR, we indirectly measured
them by applying the readout pulse which rotates C7 by π/2
around the y-axis. This readout pulse generated single coher-
ences from the diagonal elements, and thus a detectable signal
with distinct frequencies depending on the state of the other
qubits (see Appendix for detailed descriptions). In particular,
the transitions relevant to |α|2 and |β|2 estimations are at four
distinct frequencies centered around ν7 (resonant frequency
of C7): 61.25Hz, 24.09Hz, 32.24Hz, and -4.93Hz. Therefore,
the real coefficients of the peaks at these specified frequencies
can indirectly estimate the diagonal elements of interest.

There is one assumption in the measurement of diagonal
elements in the above method. The peaks are actually gen-
erated by the subtraction of two relevant diagonal elements
after rotating C7 by π/2 around the y-axis (see Appendix).
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For example, the intensity of the peak at 61.25Hz corresponds
to |0000000〉〈0000000| − |0001000〉〈0001000|, but we only
need the value of the first term. So we assume that the latter
term is 0 in order to get the value of the first term. We sim-
ulated the contributions from such small elements and found
that this assumption should be good enough for the accurate
estimation of θa.

4. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

We measured the anyonic phases of the four different cases:

1. BD0: PPS→ GD→ BD0→MM→ Readout

2. BD1: PPS→ GD→ BD1→MM→ Readout

3. BD2: PPS→ GD→ BD2→MM→ Readout

4. noBD: PPS→ GD→MM→ Readout

where noBD and BD0 ideally have θa = 0, and BD1 and BD2
have θa = π. GD and MM refer to the ground state prepara-
tion and measurement steps, respectively. Fig. 5 shows the
C7 spectra of the labeled PPS and the above four cases. The
experimental spectra agree qualitatively with our theoretical
predictions. First, in theory, we expect to observe the same
spectra for the noBD and BD0 cases and the same spectra for
the two non-trivial braiding cases (BD1 and BD2) due to the
path independent nature. From Fig. 5, it is clear that the spec-
tra of noBD and BD0 match well, and also that BD1 and BD2
match well. Second, our experimental spectra matched well
with the simulated spectra. In theory, the spectra resulting
from the four cases are expected to show four peaks with equal
height (two generated from |ψg7〉〈ψg7 | and the other two from
|ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 |), which is a quarter of the labeled-PPS peak. The
spectra shown in Fig. 5 qualitatively illustrate the expected
behaviours. Third, recalling Eq. 15, we expect to observe
no peaks at c = 32.24Hz and d = −4.93Hz for noBD and
BD, resulting in θa = 0, and no peaks at a = 61.25Hz and
b = 24.09Hz for BD1 and BD2, resulting in θa = π. It should
be noted that the other large peaks located not at the four fre-
quencies in the spectra result from |ψg̃7〉 and are neglected in
the analysis.

We estimated |α|2 and |β|2 by evaluating the intensities of
the peaks at the frequencies of a and b, and frequencies c and
d, respectively. The intensities of peaks at a and b are aver-
aged to estimate |α|2, and the peaks at c and d are averaged to
estimate |β|2. To evaluate the numbers, we fitted the spectra
with a Lorentzian function of 64 peaks (the maximum num-
ber of observable peaks on C7) using the least-square method.
The experimental results of |α|2, |β|2 and θa are displayed in
Table I for all noBD, BD0, BD1 and BD2 cases.

The experimental results show that the anyonic phases un-
der the two different non-trivial braiding paths l1 and l2 agree
within the errors: (153.9±3.8)◦ and (151.4±3.8)◦. These ex-
perimental values clearly demonstrate path independence and
the phase gained under the non-trivial paths compared to the

cases of the trivial and no braiding paths [(17.4±6.0)◦ and
(12.1±9.5)◦, respectively]. However, the experimental θa
have discrepancies with the theoretical values, which are 0◦

for the trivial and no braiding paths, and 180◦ for the two non-
trivial paths. For the non-trivial cases, this deviation is mostly
attributed to the tiny peaks at a and b (Fig. 5), which result
in |α|2 ≈ 0.05, because θa is highly sensitive to |α|2 as it is
small and in the denominator (Eq. 15). For instance, consider
a theoretical case when |α|2 is 0. In this case, regardless of
a value of |β|2, θa is always π. Similarly, for the trivial and
no braiding cases, the deviation of θa is mostly caused by the
tiny peaks at c and d (Fig. 5), resulting in |β|2 ≈ 0.02 rather
than the theoretical value of 0.

To investigate how the unwanted small peaks arise, we nu-
merically simulated the NMR circuit starting from the ideal
labeled PPS state using 99% fidelity unitaries calculated from
the GRAPE pulses in the presence of the decoherence effect.
The assumptions that we used to simulate decoherence are
shown in Appendix. The results of the simulation indicate that
the errors increase the trivial loop phases to∼20◦ whereas the
non-trivial loop phases decrease to ∼160◦, blurring the dif-
ference between the two. It should be noted that most of the
phase deviation comes from the decoherence effect; simulat-
ing only the gate imperfection from 99% fidelity unitaries re-
sults in the non-trivial phases of ∼177◦. Now we discuss the
different sources of error in detail.

First, the error primarily comes from the decoherence ef-
fect, and the ground state and measurement pulses contribute
the most in causing the biases in the θa determination. In par-
ticular, the ground state we prepared was the ground state of
the 7-qubit KM, not a ground state of our physical system.
Therefore, the ground state preparation step is susceptible to
decoherence, as there is no protection of the ground state by
the energy gap in our NMR system.

Second, to a much lesser extent, Eq. 15 no longer accu-
rately determines the anyonic phase in the presence of gate
imperfections. Therefore, to estimate the anyonic phase inde-
pendent of imperfections of ground state and the measurement
pulses, a different equation is required. However, it is difficult
to find such an equation that is accurate and whose variables
can be easily measured. Since the braiding operation is 1 ms,
whereas the ground state and measurement pulses are 60 ms,
the ground state and measurement pulse imperfections con-
tribute more significantly to the θa determination. Moreover,
we expect that gate imperfections are worse in experiments
than in simulation, which could explain the <10◦ discrepancy
between the simulation and experimental values after account-
ing for the other sources of error.

Third, we also examined the effect of |ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 | on the θa
determination through numerical simulations. We simulated
two scenarios with one started from |00 · · · 0〉〈00 · · · 0| and
the other from the labeled PPS. As mentioned above, the one
starting with the labeled PPS results in the non-trivial θa of
∼160◦, whereas the one started from the pure state results in
∼150◦. This signifies that the contribution from |ψg̃7〉〈ψg̃7 |
cannot be neglected completely when both gate imperfections
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|α|2 |β|2 θa

theory experiment theory experiment theory experiment

No BD 1 0.83±0.01 0 0.01±0.01 0 (12.1±9.5)◦

BD0 1 0.83±0.01 0 0.02±0.01 0 (17.4±6.0)◦

BD1 0 0.05±0.01 1 0.85±0.01 π (180◦) (153.9±3.8)◦

BD2 0 0.05±0.01 1 0.81±0.02 π (180◦) (151.4±3.8)◦

Table I. Experimentally evaluated |α|2, |β|2 and θa values compared with the theoretical values. |α|2 and |β|2 are evaluated by fitting the
intensities of the peaks at the frequencies of a and b, and frequencies c and d, respectively. Subsequently, the anyonic phases θa are determined
via Eq. 15. |α|2 and |β|2 are normalized to be in the range of 0 ≤ |α|2, |β|2 ≤ 1. The standard deviations of |α|2, |β|2 are the fitting errors,
and the standard deviations of θa are calculated from |α|2, |β|2 using the error propagation method.
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Figure 5. NMR spectra of C7 after the labeled-PPS, BD0, BD1, BD2, and noBD cases. The experimental data are shown in blue, and the
red spectra are the fit of the experimental spectra produced by the least-square method. The labeled-PPS state shows a single peak at the
expected frequency. In theory, the PPS peak splits into the four distinct peaks with equal heights for BD0, BD1, BD2 and noBD cases, and
the experimental spectra show that indeed the expected four peaks appear for all cases. However, the peak height is less than a quarter of the
PPS peak due to decoherence effect. As expected, for the BD0 and noBD cases, the peaks at a and b are more dominant than peaks at c and d.
Whereas for the BD1 and BD2 cases, the peaks at c and d are more dominant than peaks at a and b.

and decoherence effects are present.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We have successfully demonstrated path independence of
anyonic braiding statistics by braiding two anyons under two
different non-trivial paths in a 7-qubit NMR quantum simula-

tor. The anyonic phases of the two non-trivial paths l1 and l2
agree within the errors: (153.9± 3.8)◦ and (151.4± 3.8)◦ for
l1 and l2, respectively. As references, the cases of no braiding
and braiding along a trivial path are also implemented. We
measured significantly smaller phases for these trivial cases
compared to the non-trivial cases, confirming the extra phase
acquired by the anyons in the non-trivial cases. The devia-
tion of the anyonic phases from the theoretical value are well
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accounted for by the inherent errors of decoherence and im-
perfect gates. These contributions can be mostly attributed to
the ground state preparation and measurement steps, as these
steps are significantly longer than the braiding step. Other
experimental schemes or setups where such a long prepara-
tion step can be prevented may be less prone to such errors.
Moreover, the measurement step which is used to remarkably
reduce the number of experiments in our NMR system may
be eliminated in other settings.

As a step towards the realization of topological quantum
computing, we do not simulate the many-body interactions
in the KM Hamiltonian but alternatively use a state prepa-
ration approach to simulating the KM. This method is suffi-
cient to simulate some particular anyonic properties such as
the path independent nature shown in this paper; however, re-
alizing fault-tolerant topological quantum computation would
ultimately require engineering such Hamiltonians with many-
body interactions. Fortunately, quantum simulation provides
exponential speedup, outperforming classical computers as
well as highly controllable systems instead of the natural in-
tractable solid state systems. Hence, quantum simulation is a
promising solution for creating and engineering the full KM
Hamiltonians [37–40] in the near future, and it may shed light
on the goal of building a topological quantum computer in a
fault-tolerant manner.
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APPENDIX A: SAMPLE AND INITIALIZATION

Our NMR quantum processor is a racemic mix-
ture of per-13C labeled (1S,4S,5S)-7,7-dichloro-6-oxo-2-
thiabicyclo[3.2.0]heptane-4-carboxylic acid and its enan-
tiomer. The unlabeled compound was synthesized previously
by us and its structure was established unambiguously by a
single crystal X-ray diffraction study [30]. By decoupling the
1H channel throughout the experiment, this sample can be re-
garded as a 7-qubit quantum processor which involves seven
13C spins. The νi and Ji,j values in Eq. 9 of the natural
Hamiltonian, as well as the relaxation time scales T1 and T2,
are shown in Fig. 6.

We initialized the thermal equilibrium to the labeled PPS
using the NMR circuit shown in Fig. 7(a), where the entire
circuit can be divided into five sections a-e. The input state of
this 12-qubit system is the thermal equilibrium state

ρ0 =
1− ε
212

I + ε

(
γC

7∑
i=1

ZCi
+ γH

5∑
i=1

ZHi

)
, (16)

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclear spins, I is
the 212 × 212 identity matrix, and ε ≈ 10−5 represents the
polarization of the system. Typically, γC = 1 and γH = 4
with a constant factor ignored. As the large identity matrix
part does not evolve under unital operators (which is roughly
the case in our experiment as the experimental time is far less
than T1) and it cannot be measured in NMR experiments, we
can simply neglect the identity part and rewrite the input state
as

ρ0 =

7∑
i=1

ZCi
+ 4

5∑
i=1

ZHi
. (17)

In the following calculations we only focus on this deviation
density matrix assuming that the identity has no influence on
the entire experiment.

a. Rotate 13C to
∑7
i=1XCi by a 1 ms π/2 GRAPE pulse

around y-axis on 13C channel, and then crush it by a 2 ms
gradient pulse. The total length is 3 ms and the state at step a
is ρa = 4

∑5
i=1 ZHi

.
b. SWAP the signal of C7 and H5 by applying a 8 ms

GRAPE pulse. This GRAPE pulse was designed via state-
to-state approach and hence not a universal SWAP gate. The
reason of implementing this SWAP operation is to improve
the C7 signal by four times in principle, which enables a much
better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in experiment. The state at
step b is ρb = 4ZC7

+ 4
∑4
i=1 ZHi

.
c. Turn on the Waltz-16 decoupling sequence on 1H chan-

nel. It averages out the signals of all 1H spins and their in-
teractions with the 13C spins. In quantum information, this
step is equivalent to reducing the 12-qubit system to 7 qubits
which only involve 13C spins. Hence, the state at step c is
ρc = 4ZC7

. Compared to the input thermal equilibrium state
of ρ0, the signal of C7 has been boosted by four times.

d. RF-selection technique is used to pick out a sub-sample
which has much better RF homogeneity. As the sample in
NMR has some volume in centimeters, the RF pulse applied to
the sample may have inhomogeneity. Some molecules located
in the centre of the RF coil experience the ideal RF amplitude,
while majority of molecules experience over-rotation or less-
rotation for the sake of RF amplitude inhomogeneity along
the sample size. Since NMR readout is an ensemble average,
the large portion with bad homogeneity contributes a lot to
the final signal and causes accumulated errors when multiple
pulses are implemented. RF-selection sequence [32] is such
a technique to randomize this inhomogenous portion to x− y
plane while keeping the homogenous portion in the thermal
equilibrium state, followed by a gradient pulse in z-direction
to destroy all x− y plane signals. It is usually applied before
the primary circuit, and the inhomogenous portion will stay at
no-signal case during the following pulse sequence. A typical
RF-selection sequence with 64 loops is

Rx(π/2) [R−x(π)]
64

[Rφi
(π)R−φi

(π)]
64
Ry(π/2), (18)

where
∑
i φi = π/8. When the molecules feel perfect RF

amplitude, their states remain as thermal equilibrium after this
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C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 H1 H2 H3 H4 H5

C1 30020

C2 57.58 8779

C3 -2.00 32.70 6245

C4 0 0.30 0 10333

C5 1.25 2.62 -1.11 33.16 15745

C6 5.54 -1.66 0 -3.53 33.16 34381

C7 -1.25 37.48 0.94 29.02 21.75 34.57 11928

H1 0 0 2.36 166.6 4.06 5.39 8.61 3310

H2 4.41 1.86 146.6 2.37 0 0 0 0 2468

H3 1.81 3.71 146.6 2.37 0 0 0 0.18 -12.41 2158

H4 -13.19 133.6 -6.97 6.23 0 5.39 3.78 -0.68 1.28 6.00 2692

H5 7.87 -8.35 3.35 8.13 2.36 8.52 148.5 8.46 -1.06 -0.36 1.30 3649

T1 8.015 3.611 1.834 3.722 12.95 8.157 3.636 3.831 2.128 2.278 2.654 3.472

T2 1.611 0.877 1.122 0.792 1.143 1.912 0.531 0.337 N/A N/A 0.318 0.276

C-13 labeled 12-qubit system

Dichloro−cyclobutanone

Figure 6. Molecular structure of Dichloro-cyclobutanone, where C1 to C7 form a 7-qubit system. The diagonal elements are chemical shifts
(Hz), and the off-diagonal elements are scalar coupling strengths (Hz). T1 and T2 are the relaxation times (Second) of the individual spins,
respectively. All parameters are obtained on a Bruker DRX 700 MHz spectrometer at room temperature.

sequence. By contrast, when the molecules feel for example
4.5% error in RF amplitude, their states mostly evolve to x−y
plane and thus be killed by the following gradient field. Note
that although RF-selection enables a better SNR as the RF
pulses are much more precise, the cost of this technique is the
absolute loss of signal as many molecules have no contribu-
tions to the signal any longer.

In our experiment, we used a GRAPE pulse instead of the
long sequence to realize this RF-selection technique. This
GRAPE pulse was designed on a single-qubit system via the
state-to-state approach, by setting two constraints: evolve Z
to x − y plane when the RF inhomogeneity is more than 1%,
or else do nothing to Z. After applying this GRAPE pulse on
our 7-qubit system, we found the signal reduced to about 30%
but the RF pulses were indeed much more homogeneous by
running the Rabi oscillation experiment. The two gradients
and π/2 rotations in step d are used to kill the minor signal of
multi-coherence generated by the J-coupling evolution during
the RF-selection sequence. The state at step d is the same as
step c, but with some loss that ρd = 30% × 4ZC7 . For con-
venience, we simply mark this state as ZC7 . Compared to the
original thermal equilibrium state, this new state gains signal
boost from H5 and owns much better RF homogeneity.

e. The main body of cat-state method [29] is implemented
which creates the labeled PPS ρ̃PPS = |000000〉〈000000|ZC7

from ZC7 . It consists of three steps: encoding, phase cycling,
and decoding. The detailed NMR sequence is shown in Fig.
7(b). Starting from ZC7

, the system evolves to ZC1
ZC2

...ZC7

after the encoding step. The phase cycling step contains seven

loops, and in each loop k the axis of the rotation is chosen
as cos(2kπ/7)X+ sin(2kπ/7)Y (the rotating angle is always
π/2). The state after the phase cycling is (|00...0〉〈11...1| +
|11...1〉〈00...0|)/

√
2. The decoding step is just the inverse of

the encoding part and simplified according to our molecular
information. The final state after the decoding step is ρe =
|000000〉〈000000|ZC7

.
Till now the labeled PPS ρ̃PPS = |000000〉〈000000|ZC7

has been successfully prepared. Regarding the performance
of this state see Fig. 5 for its NMR spectrum.

APPENDIX B: ASSUMPTIONS USED IN THE SIMULATION
OF DECOHERENCE

The list below shows the assumptions we used when nu-
merically simulating the decoherence effects.

• The environment is Markovian.

• The system and the environment are uncorrelated at t=0.

• We only considered the effect of dephasing due to T2 ef-
fect and neglect the effect of amplitude damping, since
T1 is much larger than the circuit time.

• The dephasing noise is independent (or uncorrelated)
between the qubits. The probability of an error happen-
ing on a given qubit does not affect the probability of an
error happening on other qubits.
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Figure 7. (a) NMR circuit of the labeled PPS preparation. a: the polarization crusher step which takes the thermal state
∑i=7
i ZCi +

4
∑i=5
i ZHi to 4

∑i=5
i ZHi by rotating all the carbon spins by π/2 around the y-axis (Y90) followed by a gradient field (GR); b: boosting

the polarization of C7 by exchanging the state of C7 and H5 (SWAP); c: decoupling the 1H channel for the rest of experiments; d: the RF-
selection targeted on C7; and e: labeled PPS preparation. The above steps are repeated for seven times with different phases of ψj to select
the appropriate coherence. For simplicity, the rest of hydrogen spins are not shown in the figure. (b) Detailed sequence of step e in the above
circuit.

• When solving the master equation, we assumed that
the dissipator D and the total Hamiltonian Htot com-
mute for short times. Therefore, the evolution of of the
state was simulated in a sequence of two steps: evolu-
tion by e−iHtot∆t and subsequently, dephasing for ∆t,
where ∆t was chosen to match the pulse discretization.
The dephasing channel implements exponential decay
of off-diagonal elements according to relevant linear
combinations of T2 values of 13C.

APPENDIX C: MODIFIED STABILIZER MEASUREMENTS
OF THE LABELED PPS AND GROUND STATES

If the pure state |0000000〉〈0000000| is prepared as an ini-
tial state, the stabilizer operators (Spps) of such a state are
Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, Z6, and Z7. When these stabilizer
operators evolve under the ground state preparation circuit
shown in Fig. 3, one can reconstruct the stabilizer opera-
tors of the ground state of the 7-qubit KM. However, since
our circuit starts from |000000〉〈000000|ZC7 , the Spps are
modified to ZC1

ZC7
, ZC2

ZC7
, ZC3

ZC7
, ZC4

ZC7
, ZC5

ZC7
and

ZC6
ZC7

. The expectation values of these operators are +1 as
Tr(ρ̃ppsS

i
pps) =1, where Sipps is one of the modified stabilizer

operators. These operators transform to the following opera-
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tors under the implemented ground state gate which is shown
in Fig. 4(b):

1. ZC4ZC7

Uground−−−→ ZC2ZC4ZC7 (19)

2. ZC6ZC7

Uground−−−→ −YC4XC5YC6XC7

3. ZC5ZC7

Uground−−−→ −YC4YC5XC6XC7

4. ZC1ZC7

Uground−−−→ −ZC1YC4XC5XC6YC7

5. ZC3ZC7

Uground−−−→ −ZC3YC4XC5XC6YC7

6. ZC2
ZC7

Uground−−−→ −XC1
YC2

XC3
YC4

XC5
XC6

ZC7

Therefore, the experimentally prepared ground state have
+1 expectation values of the above transformed operators
Sground. We measured the expectation values of Spps of the
labeled PPS state and the expectation values of Sground of
the ground state. For the Spps measurements, a single read-
out pulse which rotates C7 by π/2 around y-axis is suf-
ficient to measure all six operators; whereas five different
readout pulses are required (thus, five different measure-
ments) to measure the Sground operators. The readout pulses
are composed of the single qubit rotations that transform
the product operator components of a density matrix cor-
responding to the Sground operators to the measurable prod-
uct operators in C7 spectra, which are a combination of
XC7 or YC7 and different ZCi , where i indicates the ith
13C. For instance, the readout pulse required to measure
the expectation value of the second (#2 in the above list)
Sground operator is RC4

x (π/2)RC5
x (−π/2)RC6

x (π/2) which ro-
tates YC4

XC5
YC6

XC7
to ZC4

ZC5
ZC6

XC7
, and thus produces

observable peaks at C7 spectrum. The experimentally mea-
sured expectation values are shown in Fig. 8.

Figure 9 shows the experimental and simulated spectra of
C7 after the ground state preparation which were measured by
the five different readout pulses. These spectra were used to
estimate the Sground operators.
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Figure 9. NMR Spectra used to estimate the expectation values for the stabilizer operators. (a) Experimental spectra (blue) and the fit (red)
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Theoretical spectra which were numerically simulated. Comparing (a) and (b) reflects that experiment and theory agree well qualitatively.
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